You want to change agriculture?

Join us!

We are looking for working students for our insect lab:

Farmlnsect is an AgriTech startup founded by TUM Alumni. With Farmlnsect, we want to revolutionize agriculture by enabling farmers to produce insects as regional protein feed. Farmlnsect provides a machine and IoT system that allows the automated production of insects. Additionally, we continuously supply the farmer with young larvae for fattening. The adult insect larvae can then be fed to the livestock as protein feed. Thereby farmers can reduce up to 20% of their costs and save over 50% of the CO2 emissions from feed production.

What you can expect from working with us:

• Get to know a dynamic and innovative startup. You will directly work together with the founders.
• Flexible working hours and a great work environment with diverse team members
• Insights into the latest know-how of insect rearing and breeding. You will support us with production and R&D tasks at our fully automated insect rearing facility in industrial scale
• Opportunity to leave your footprint. Take on responsibility and help us set up our lab procedures
• Salary of 12,5 € per hour (during workdays) and 15 € per hour on the weekend / public holidays
• Opportunity to start full time after your university degree. Additionally, we are also offering Bachelor or Mastertheis

What we expect from you:

• Independent and reliable work style. You will work in our lab, feed, and count insects at different stages of their life cycle. Protocols and documentation of all measurements are crucial.
• Curiosity and exploratory spirit. Insect rearing is a totally new field, and there is a lot to discover!
• Flexibility. Everything is still in the startup phase. So be prepared for many changes!
• You have a car so you can go to our pilot site in 84564 Oberbergkirchen (1 – 2 x / week)

Let’s get in touch!
Send your CV and your earliest possible starting date and your days you are available for work to

www@farminsect.eu